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Inequality and Corruption

201 0

We know intuitively that there must be some

relationship between corruption and inequality

of income distribution. Where corruption is

high, inequality must also be high and vice-

verse. Previous analyzes in this site seemed

to confirm this view.

Data for 2004 and

2006 showed strong

correlations (r = -0.85,

and r = -0.71 ), such

that the variation of

one of the variables

could be explained up

to 72% (2004) or 50%

(2006) by the

variation of the other.

The interesting

question of

determining which of corruption or inequality

was the cause of which, remained moot.

Alas, data for 201 0 do not corroborate the

relationship. There is no — or only minimal —

linear association between the two variables.

The correlation coefficient is a paltry r = 0.09,

justifying that only 1 % of the variation of one

variable can be explained by the variation of

the other (R² = 0.01 ). Figures for 201 0 do not

seem to be in l ine with those of previous

years.

This is both puzzling and embarrassing,

because it contradicts the dominant view

purporting a l ink between inequality and

corruption. Did something happen that

annulled the relationship in the recent years,

or have we done something wrong in

processing the numbers ?

Let us start by the latter, since one cannot

deny that many biases smudge the analysis.

In fact, the available Gini and CPI data are

short on quality. From one year to the other,

the number of countries included in the l ists

vary considerably (from 1 6 in 201 0 to 72

countries in 2005), and the countries are never

the same.

Furthermore, the

index values do not

always measure the

same reality (as

cautioned in our

definition of the Gini

index). In other

words, the samples

are not in accordance

with the best

statistical procedures,

are not strictly

comparable, and therefore should not be

expected to produce ful ly rel iable inferences.

They cannot del iver more than what they are

made of.

Despite that, it would be interesting to know

which insights a further crunching of the

numbers could bring to l ight. From the data

available for the period 1 995 to 201 0, two

major conclusions can be drawn.

• Overal l , the correlation between

corruption and inequality is not verified.

The correlation coefficient is general ly

in the lows r = -0.3, seldom is better

than r = -0.5, and only exceptional ly

ascends to r = -0.7. This fl ies in the face

of the assertion that rising corruption

increases income inequality, as claimed

by IMF, World Bank and other sources

(1 ). In fact, both variables appear to be

independent : one is not necessari ly the
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result of the other. They may be two

unrelated or remotely l inked evils

simultaneously affl icting the nation.

• Contrary to what some research (2)

suggests, corruption and inequality do

not show only in nations caught in the

"poverty trap", namely the least

developed and poorer countries. Highly

developed and affluent countries may

also rank high in both indexes. After

discriminating the available data

between OECD members and other

countries, no significant differences

were discovered. The two evils infect

both rich and poor nations and, as

noted elsewhere, both seem to be on

the rise everywhere, including the richer

and formerly less corrupt countries.

More sophisticated statistical analysis could be

applied to the data, to try and understand

better the association — or lack thereof —

between corruption and income inequality.

However, considering the l imitations of the raw

data previously mentioned, it does not seem

very wise to use highly powerful tools to

analyze very coarse material .

For the time being, let us rely on another

hypothesis (3). "Not al l corruption is l inked to

inequality. 'Grand' corruption refers to

malfeasance of considerable magnitude by

people who exploit their positions to get rich

(or become richer) — political or business

leaders. So grand corruption is al l about

extending the advantages of those already

well endowed. 'Petty corruption', small scale

payoffs to doctors, pol ice officers, and even

university professors, very common in the

formerly Communist nations of Central and

Eastern Europe (and many poor countries) is

different in kind, if not in spirit. . . .There is a l ink

between inequality and corruption, but it is not

direct", it is indirect, "through low general ized

trust".

Ultimately, more than knowing how corruption

and income inequality relate to each other, or

which is the cause and which is the result, it is

important to understand their effects on society

and, should they be undesirable, what should

be done to get rid of them.

At least as regards the first item, a wide

consensus has been achieved, summarized

as fol lows :

• Corruption is "bad social capital. " I t is

dishonesty, to be sure, but it is more

than that. I t exploits the poor and

powerless to grant more riches and

power to people who already have

great wealth. There is no easy way out

of this inequality trap.(3)

• Inequality is at root of al l society’s

problems, from violent crime to teenage

pregnancy. . . if we want to prevent future

unrest and foster a positive, shared

society, we should be aiming for a less

unequal society, with high levels of trust

and strong communities.(4)

Getting rid of these social cancers wil l not be

an easy task. The decade long efforts to curb

corruption and inequality made by the World

Bank, IMF, and other international and national

organizations, simply missed the goal, as

shown by the statistical trends. The job must

be done otherwise and by other agents.

Nothing short of a major political turn around

wil l succeed in control l ing and bringing

corruption and inequality down to tolerable

levels.◙
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